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1. Introduction. For every non-negative integer « let p¡? be the

»-step transition probabilities of an irreducible aperiodic Markov

chain, ¿,7 = 0, 1, 2, • • • . The chain has the strong ratio limit property

(SRLP) if there are positive constants y, 7r¿, r,-, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , such

that
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(1.1) lim —— = 7m-■>        m = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • .
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Let Pij(z) = 22« Pi?2"' and ^et R<i denote the radius of convergence

of this power series. Vere-Jones [8, p. 14] proved that Py is independ-

ent of i and j and that the series Pij(R) diverge or converge together.

In the first case the chain is called P-recurrent and in the other

P-transient.

The principal result of this paper is that, for an P-recurrent chain, if

(nd+d)

PtíO
(1.2) lim sup-< Rrdv    ' „_«      p(»*>

1 00

for some positive integer d, then SRLP holds. It is also shown that the

inequality (1.2) is always satisfied in a reversible chain. When P = 1,

the results given here reduce to those of Orey [7] for recurrent chains,

while for P> 1 they imply SRLP for a class of transient chains. (The

definition of SRLP given by Orey required that 7=1 and that r< be

independent of i since he was dealing with recurrent chains. The

definition given here is the more natural one for transient chains.)

The proofs given here were suggested by those used by Orey in

the recurrent case. Although the proof given for the lemma is shorter

than Orey's, the fundamental difference here is an analytic proof of

Theorem 1 to replace the previous probabilistic one.2

Received by the editors October 3, 1963.

1 This work was partially supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

J Note added in proof. J. F. C. Kingman has observed that Theorem 1 may also

be obtained as a consequence of Orey's theorem for recurrent chains by making an

appropriate transformation on the transition probability matrix. This transformation

is described in [8, p. 20]. Since the primary point of interest here is the analytic

proof which was suggested by the situation when R>1, the proof has been left in

this setting even though it could have been reduced to the case of R= 1 by the trans-

formation technique.
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2. The ratio limit theorem. Let ¡¡pff be the probability, starting

from i, of being at j at step « without visiting k at steps 1, 2, • • • ,

re —1. Denote by uPij(z) the generating function of this sequence.

Lemma. If the chain is R-recurrent and

(n+1)

poo
(2.1) lim sup-^ R-\

00

then SRLP holds.

Proof. For «^ — jre + 2, consider the decomposition [l],

i    ,   v /    .   i m+n—l    m+n—v        ,,,,,, ,
(m+n) (m+n) ^ y—> (r)      (|i)    (m+n—r—)i)

Pij — Opij +2-1 2-é    opio opoj poo
>-=l (i-l

Assume that rei^O, divide by p$ and let «-»». (If jre>0, £&+n>

should be used instead of £oo ■) The result is

hm inf ——- ^ 2-, L, opio opoj R
»--     p™       ,_i „i

= X-»oP,o(Ä)oPoy(X).

Fix i and j and choose a and ß so that plf and £$' are positive and

a+ßiZ —m. For re^ —reí,

(n+m+a+/3) ^,      (a)    (m+n)    (fl

#00 —   2^ Pok  pkh        Ph0 •
k,h

Divide by po§ and let « go to infinity along a subsequence chosen so

that Pif^/Poo approaches its lim sup. The lim inf of the left-hand

side is no larger than the corresponding lim sup when not restricted

to the subsequence. By (2.1) this is bounded above by p-">-«-0. The

lim inf's of the individual terms on the right will be bounded

below by the lower bounds obtained in the first part of the proof.

Therefore

i"**' à Z Po?Rm oPko(R) oPok(R)P%
k,h
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To complete the proof it suffices to observe that

Z* p» tPu(R) = R'"   and    £„ oPok(R)pißo = R*.
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For P= 1, these are simply a row sum of Pa being one, and one com-

ponent of Derman's [2] equation for the stationary measure. The

generalizations for P>1 are due to Vere-Jones [8, p. 19].

Let /o = 0, «o=l; fn=oPoo' un = Poo, »^1- These sequences are

connected by the familiar renewal relation

n

(2.2) un = Y^hu"-„       n ¡g 1.
i—i

Their generating functions are then related by F(z) = 1 — 1/ U(z) for

\z\ <R. It follows that, in an P-recurrent chain, P(P) = 1.

Theorem 1. If the chain is R-recurrent and, for some positive

integer d,

W(n+l)á
hm sup-^ R   ,

n->M Und

then SRLP holds.

Proof. For j^O, define

Und—j Und—j
Xj = Rr> hm inf->        y¡ = Rr1 hm sup-

n->»       Und n-»M        Und

and notice that

. Und—d—j   _    . ..       .    ,   Und-d
(2.3) xj+d è R~3 lim inf-Rrd hm inf-^ x¡.

n->œ Und—d n-> » Mn(J

By (2.2), M«d-i=2^ /» u«d-j-,. Dividing by R'und and letting

n—» co yields

(2.4) *y ̂  £/,«'**.,.

The inequality (2.3) implies that the sequence {x,-} attains its mini-

mum value c for some index k between 0 and d. Since F(R) = 1, (2.4)

then shows that xk+, = c for all v such that/y>0. In fact, by iterating

the inequality (2.4) and using the aperiodicity assumption we see

that Xj = c for all sufficiently large j. It now follows from (2.3) that

the minimum is attained for all 7. Since x0 = l, x¡ = l for all j.

Fix an index i and choose a subsequence of w so that und-i/u„¿

approaches its lim sup along this subsequence. In place of (2.4), we

have, for 7<i,

y, ̂  Z/^'*y+» +fi-iRi~i(yi - xi)
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or y¡—l'^fi-jR*~i(yi — l). Since Yo = l, y¿ = l for all i such that/¡>0

or, again by iteration, y¿ = l for all sufficiently large i. Thus we cer-

tainly have d + 1 consecutive values of j such that lim (und_j/uni) =R'

as re—>oo. This implies tim(un+i/un) = P_1 and the lemma completes

the proof.

3. Reversible processes. The transition matrix is said to be re-

versible if and only if there is a sequence {p¿} of positive constants

such that Pipij = Pjpji for every i and j.

Theorem 2. Reversibility implies (1.2) (and therefore SRLP if the

chain is also R-recurrent).

Proof. Kendall [6] has shown that for a reversible chain

un =   I    x" #(x),        re = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

where \p is a nondecreasing bounded function. Therefore

2(m2„+2m2„_2 - u2nu2n) =   fj x2"-2y2"-2(x2 - y2)2 #(x)#(y) ^ 0,

so that u2n+2/u2n is a nondecreasing sequence and must converge.

The limit will be the reciprocal of the radius of convergence of the

power series ¿~^n u2nzn. But this series will certainly converge for

\z\ <R2 so that lim(u2n+2/u2n) ^R~2.

Example 1 (simple random walk with a reflecting barrier). The

state space is the non-negative integers and poo = q, poi = P\ pi,i-i — <l>

pi,i+i = P, î'sïl. If p>\/2, Karlin and McGregor [5] have observed

that SRLP does not hold. The chain is necessarily P-transient and

this is a case where u2n+i/u2n and u2n+2/u2n+i converge to distinct

positive limits.

Example 2 (unrestricted simple random walk). The state space is

all the integers and pi,i-i = q, p¡,i+i = p for all i. This chain is P-recur-

rent but periodic so the SRLP cannot hold.

Example 3. The state space is again all the integers and

pi,i-i = q, pa = r, pi,i+i=p for all i, p+q+r=l, with p, q, r>0.

This chain is aperiodic and P-recurrent so it has the SRLP.
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A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR CONTINUOUS
FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES

DAVID A. SPRECHER1

Let En denote the «-dimensional unit cube in Euclidean space;

designate the closed unit interval, [0, l], by E. We prove in this note

the following

Theorem. For any natural number », »^2, there exist real, mono-

tonic increasing functions, hv(x), l^p^n, dependent on », and having

the following properties:

(i)  The function

£   Hxp)
Igptn

separates all points of En:

£   *»(*,) *   £  kr(yp)

unless xp = yp for all admitted values of p.

(ii) Every continuous function of n variables, f(xi, • • • , x„), with

domain En, can be represented in the form

(1) /(*i,- ■ •,*.) = «[ £   *"(*»)]•
Llspsn -J

Clearly, the function g will, in general, be discontinuous.
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